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A B S T R A C T 

The Tifinagh alphabet has undoubtedly been used by Berber speakers in North Africa and the Canary Islands since the 3rd century BC. second 

hand. Until the 3rd century A. In the present paper, two  neural networks are use the to recognize the Tifinagh alphabet which used for writing  

Amazing language. In this paper the alphabet  image is reshaped to be suitable as input for networks, wherefore, image  processing  resizing  

technique  is used. The proposed method is  based  on the use of neural network, the learning vector quantization neural network  to classify the 

alphabets. In the proposed system, alphabet's image is represented by binary numbers that are used as input, then they are fed to the neural 

networks. Neural network followed by learning victor quantization neural network, the   recognition rate for learning victor quantization neural 

network LVQNN was 93%. The result shows that the learning victor quantization neural network LVQNN has good accuracy in the t raining and 

testing phrase. 
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1. Introduction 

In computer vision, still the analysts are working to discover arrangements for penmanship acknowledgment  problems. There are a 

few dialects around the world which have been accomplished by analysts, such as English and Arabic dialects. In this paper we watch the 

Tifinagh letter set acknowledgment. The Tifinagh letter set is  utilized for composing the hair stylist dialect, this dialect is talked in north 

Africa uncommonly in morocco, Algeria,  little portion of Libya , Mauritania, Niger, Burkina Faso and in Egypt in Siwa Desert 

spring, hair stylist dialect is talked by three letter set which is Arabic, Latin and Tifinagh letter set, within the early of the 21th century 

the hair stylist dialect ended up a national dialect in Algeria, after that in 2011 the hairstylist dialect got to be an official dialect of 

Morocco. These days most of nation which talk with hair stylist  dialect  are utilized  Tifinagh letter set, the Tifinagh letter set has about 

57 letter set. Within the later a long time there was a few inquires about for Tifinagh letter. 
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2. Methodology 

In this paper, an intelligent handwriting Tifinagh alphabet   recognition system is developed. The proposed system consists of two main 

phases which are the processing phase and the recognition phase, Every alphabets' image  will have four samples as we see in figure [2]  

these images will change in binary which are the input for neural network, after resizing every image will be matrix of (20*20) which 

will feed into neural network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: image resized 

3. Learning Vector Quantization NN 

Learning Vector Quantization LVQ, distinctive from Vector quantization VQ and Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps 

KSOM, essentially may be a competitive  arrange which employments administered learning. We may characterize it as a prepare of 

classifying the designs where each field unit speaks to a course. it employments  Because administered  learning, the arrange will be 

given a set off preparing designs with known classification together with an beginning  conveyance of the yield lesson. After completing 

the preparing prepare, LVQ will classify an input vector by relegating it to the same course as that of the yield unit. 

3.1 LVQNN Architecture 

 

Taking after figure appears the design of LVQ which is very comparative to the engineering of KSOM. As able to see, there are “n” 

number of input units and “m” number of yield units. The layers are completely interconnected with having weights on them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: LVQNN Architecture 

 

 

 x = training vector (x1,...,xi,...,xn) 

 T = class for training vector x 

 wj = weight vector for jth output unit 

 Cj = class associated with the j
th

 output uni 
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Table 1: LVQNN Parameters  

Parameters  Number 

Input neurons  400 

Hidden layer  1 

Hidden neurons 45 

Learning rate  0.27 

Error  0.001 

Momentum rate  0.05 

 

 

4. Result 

LVQNN was trained and tested, the result show that the LVQNN has good efficiency. The recognition rate is determine by (number of 

recognize/ total image). The total images are 57. 

Table 2: LVQNN Result  

NN Recognition rate Accuracy 

LVQNN 53/57= 0.93 93% 

 

 

5. Conclusion  

A proposed  an intelligent handwriting Tifinagh alphabet recognition system was developed , Tifinagh alphabet is used to write the 

Amazgy language, in this system image resizing technique was used to resize the alphabet image, , Learning Vector Quantization neural 

network was used for recognize the alphabet, , 228 alphabets image samples were used for training and 57 for testing  , the result show 

that the LVQNN has good  accuracy which was 93% in testing phrase. 
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